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1CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

In the age of modern technology; Every people that owns an electronic 

device e.g., computer, hand phone, tablet and other electronic devices will have the 

facility to check on the international news, economy, and even booking a ticket to 

go overseas with just a few taps on their electronic devices. Advancement of the 

technology have grown rapidly which causes people to be more independent in 

choosing what they prefer because of the information that can be gain from the 

internet or their phones leads them to plan their trip abroad by themselves and this 

trends leave business that specialize in travel agency at jeopardy. Since a long time 

ago backpacker traveling has been famous at the Western country and recently 

Asian Generation Z had begun to adopt backpacker travel style. This might be a 

problem for the business in travel agency. 

In the old days, when people plan to go on a trip overseas, they used to rely 

highly on travel agency in order to help them to plan for their travel itinerary. The 

increase in competitor causes travel agency the needs to be creative with the goal 

to attract customers so that they can survive the crisis. If a customer is satisfied with 

a travel agency service, it will lead to the loyalty of the customer which will be a 

huge factor in our research paper because to be able to gain their loyalty, travel 

agency need to serve them but how can a travel agency serve their customer if the 

Generation Z and Millennials are not interested to seek help from travel agency. 

Travel agency need to be able to offer their potential customer the benefit 

of travelling with their help because younger generation would not prefer travel 

agency if they cannot offer more compared to their independent self-plan travel. In 

order to give them service so that the travel business can survive really depends on 

how each travel agency play their cards and strive in their business field.   
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Customer loyalty is gain through repeated satisfaction that was accumulated 

from the service that was provided by the travel agency. It is better to retain one 

satisfied customer than holding on to the income which comes from a bunch of 

unsatisfied customers because it will not last long. There is a saying “One satisfied 

customer tells ten other people; ten people tell each then people and the good 

business name will be spread around very quickly.” Mouth to mouth advertisement 

is one of the best advertisements in the travel agencies business because people tend 

to believe more about their friend’s experience travelling with this travel agency 

compared to many advertisements with billboard, website and newspaper saying 

how great the travel agency is. 

Service quality is also a very important part in travel agency because they 

provide their services to customer and the quality of the service will critically 

determine how the customer will stay loyal to them. The service quality can be 

measured by the satisfaction of the customer, repeat order and mouth-to-mouth 

advertisement. But in order to gain their satisfaction, travel agency need to provide 

their customer with their value, better price, and efficiency in order to be able to 

travel easier. I believe that service quality takes a huge part in travel industries 

because customer tend to like familiar object, even if the travel agency has a bit 

higher price compared to other travel agency but due to their great service, customer 

will definitely choose the one that they are familiar with.  

According to Iddrisu (Iddrisu et al.; 2015) the connection between service 

quality and customer loyalty are stated as below: 

Service Quality analysis makes an effect on the development of the 

customer loyalty concept-service quality can be regarded as one of the most 

frequently analyzed customer loyalty determinant (p.17). 

PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri (Royal Holiday), Medan which is located at 

Kompleks Asia Mega Mas, Jl. Asia, Sukaramai II, Medan Area, Kota Medan, 

Sumatera Utara 20216 need to compete with their competitor by offering 

competitive travel prices, the ease of mind to travel with them and to assure their 

customer to leave their trust with them. With hundreds of travel agency in Medan, 
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this company believe in giving their customer an unforgettable experience by 

providing their best service to ensure their customer satisfaction which lead to 

retention and loyalty. In order to survive in the competition at the market, they need 

to innovate and they set their target to be closer to younger generation and 

maintaining the older generation market. 

PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri (Royal Holiday), Medan provide a service to help 

their customer to plan for travelling abroad starting from local travel planning and 

also international travel planning. Royal Holiday takes part whenever there are 

travel fair from abroad airplane company which offers a great deal for people who 

want to travel abroad. Royal Holiday cooperate with abroad travel agencies to 

transfer traveler from Indonesia to be guided by the mainland/city tour. Royal 

Holiday have connection to plan trip from China, Japan, South East Asia countries. 

Royal Holiday also offers a few religious trips for their customer e.g. Songkran 

Festival at Thailand, Religious tour at India. Royal Holiday also offers booking for 

plane tickets, hotel voucher and attraction tickets for local and abroad necessity.  

Recently there are problems existed in PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri (Royal 

Holiday), Medan and the problem are about the number of customers with 

transaction  

Table 1.1 Monthly number of customers at PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri (Royal Holiday), Medan 

in 2019. 

Month No. of Customer with Transaction (Monthly) Target (Monthly) 

July 150 170 

August 125 170 

September 130 170 

October 110 180 

November  165 200 

December 180 200 

Source: PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri (Royal Holiday), Medan (2019) 

Based on the table above, it can be concluded that PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri 

(Royal Holiday), Medan did not reach the target they set based on monthly basis. 

This had happened from six months ago. 
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In here, the writer is interested to know the main reason causing the 

declining of customer at PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri (Royal Holiday), Medan that cause 

the company to not able to reach their target therefore the writer did preliminary 

interview with three customers.  

The first customer named Ms. Stella stated that recently she does not rely 

much on travel agent for planning her trip abroad. According to her (Stella, personal 

interview, September 5, 2019) planning trip by herself was much easier compared 

to going to the travel agency which waster her time on the journey to the store and 

she have much more flexibility and freedom to pick the best travel plan for her and 

her family. She stated that she might reconsider making use of the service from 

travel agency if travel agency can give her better deal and easier access to contact 

the travel agency. From the interview the writer can point out that the 

responsiveness and assurance was not given to the customer leading her to not 

choosing to use the service of travel agency. 

The second customer named, Mr. Safendi Barus stated that (Barus. S, 

personal interview, September 5, 2019) travel agency is very important for him 

because he is not very good at using electronic gadget for browsing for information 

and he said that the most crucial essence from travel agency is the ability to give 

customer assurance that they can put their trust on the travel agency. He stated that 

customer service is also very important and if it is possible travel agency should 

provide their customer the ability to have their transaction easier through phone 

call. The writer can point out that assurance and responsiveness is very crucial for 

travel agency for increasing their business 

The third customer named, Ms. Pisah stated that (Pisah, personal interview, 

September 5, 2019) the improvement of technology clearly sets her behind the 

younger trend which causing her to rely on travel agency in order for her to plan for 

her holiday abroad and she said that travel agency must be able to give assurance 

to their customer. In order to be assured she like to visit the store immediately 

because that way she can put more trust because she is dealing her business with 
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other human not just from screen. The writer can point out that Reliability and 

Assurance is an essential in the service business sector especially travel agency. 

Based on the phenomena above, the writer is interested to do the skripsi, with the 

title “The Effect of Service Quality towards Customer Loyalty at PT Fendy 

Jaya Mandiri (Royal Holiday), Medan”. 

 

1.2 Problem Limitation 

In order to make this research is not too broad, the writer will focus on the 

variable of service quality and customer loyalty of PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri (Royal 

Holiday), Medan. Research will be based on the indicators of service quality and 

customer loyalty variables. With the indicator of service quality are reliability, 

assurance, tangibles, empathy, and responsiveness (Buttle and Maklan; 2015; p. 

168). Meanwhile for the indicator of customer loyalty are making repeat purchases, 

buying products and services between lines, referring to others, showing immunity 

to pull out of the competition (Griffin; 2015; p. 31). The target of this research will 

be customer of PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri (Royal Holiday), Medan. 

 

1.3 Problem Formulation  

Based on the observation and preliminary interview that is done by the 

writer: 

1. How is Service Quality being implemented in PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri 

(Royal Holiday), Medan? 

2. How Customer Loyalty effect business in PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri (Royal 

Holiday), Medan? 

3. Is there any effect of Service Quality toward Customer Loyalty in PT Fendy 

Jaya Mandiri (Royal Holiday), Medan? 
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1.4 Objective of the Research 

1. To investigate the implementation of Service Quality in PT Fendy Jaya 

Mandiri (Royal Holiday), Medan. 

2. To find out how Customer Loyalty effect business in PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri 

(Royal Holiday), Medan 

3. To identify how Service Quality effect Customer Loyalty in PT Fendy Jaya 

Mandiri (Royal Holiday), Medan. 

1.5 Benefit of the Research  

1.5.1 Theoretical Benefit 

This research will contribute the expanding of knowledge in academic area, 

especially on Service Quality and Customer Loyalty.   

1.5.2 Practical Benefit   

a. For the writer 

This research will help the writer to expand the knowledge on the effect of 

service quality towards customer loyalty at a company. 

b. For the company 

This research will give input to the management of PT Fendy Jaya Mandiri 

(Royal Holiday), Medan as they will be able to know the importance, effect 

and relationship of service quality toward customer loyalty. The findings of 

the study may generate the action plan that will help the firms to increase 

the performance to survive yet to keep improving at the global basis.  

c. For the researchers 

The findings of this study will be used as a reference point by other 

researchers for further research on the same field. They can also use the 

findings and recommendation as a foundation of their literature reviews. 
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